Cold Storage and
Temperature Controlled
Environments

Wall
Ceiling
Roof
Door

Kingspan Insulated Panels, a global leader in high-performance
building envelopes, has ideal solutions for thermally controlled
environments such as cold storage freezers and coolers,
food processing, and packaging facilities. In addition, Kingspan’s
controlled atmosphere solutions offer high value product
protection and hygienic control.
Consistent Temperature Control

Kingspan CLEANsafe

Kingspan’s diverse controlled environment product line
has the highest insulation reliability for temperature
extremes - from blast freezers as cold as -40ºF (-40ºC)
to pharmaceutical stability rooms up to 200ºF (93ºC).

In 2011, the U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA)
implemented the U.S. Food Safety Modernization Act
(FSMA) ensuring U.S. food supply safety by shifting from
response of contamination to prevention. Kingspan
initiated CLEANsafe, an industry first, engineered
to comply with the FSMA – approved by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA), FDA, the Food Safety
and Inspection Service (FSIS), and the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency (CFIA).

Kingspan offers fully integrated solutions, for a
complete energy efficient thermal envelope, including
walls, ceilings, under floor insulation, lighting, energy,
and Hercules Insulated Doors. From processing
to warehousing to any application where thermal
performance is critical, Kingspan is your ideal partner.

CLEANsafe insulated panels and doors, all washable
surfaces, provide a sealed monolithic structure for
maintaining hygiene safe requirements when exposed to
secondary food contact and corrosive cleaning agents.
The tight fitting panel joints offer superior airtightness,
preventing thermal bridging and condensation.
Contact your Kingspan Sales Representative or our
Technical Services Department with your specific
building envelope requirements.

Scan here to
connect to our
digital brochure
for updates.
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Products at a Glance
Wall (Polyisocyanurate Core)

KS42
Shadowline

300
Shadowline
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KS45
Shadowline

300 Minor
Rib

KS45 FRP
CLEANsafe

300 Azteco®
Embossed

200
Inverted Rib

Wall (Mineral Wool Core)

KS42 MF™
Through Fastener

KS42 MF™
Hidden Fastener

KS42 MF™ QT
Through Fastener

KS42 MF™ QT
Hidden Fastener

(Interior & Exterior)

(Interior & Exterior)

(Interior & Exterior)

(Interior & Exterior)

Roof (Polyisocyanurate Core)

900 High Rib

KingZip™ Insulated
Standing Seam
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Performance Benefits

Kingspan insulated panels are suitable for use within
temperature controlled hygienic environments –
where performance is critical.

Precise Thermal Control
Ideally suited for environments
where precise temperatures must
be maintained. Panels are available
in 2” through 6” thicknesses, for use
in operating temperatures ranging
from -40°F (-40°C) to 200°F (93°C).

Superior Hygiene and High
Performance Coatings and Liners
Kingspan’s range of panels and
coating systems (accepted by
CFIA and USDA) resist moisture
ingress and minimize potential for
toxic mold or bacterial growth.
Our tight-fitting tongue and
groove interlocking joints allow for
a completely washable surface,
allowing strict hygienic control.

Superior Airtightness and
Weathertightness
One of the biggest sources of
building heat loss (or heat gain)
is due to air leakage i.e. – ‘leaky
buildings.’ Kingspan insulated
panels are rigorously tested to
ensure that they remain both air
and weathertight over the life of the
building.

High R-Value
Kingspan insulated panels’
insulating cores provide superior
thermal performance with tested
R-values of 7.5 per inch nominal.
Most importantly, the insulation is
exterior of the building structure
providing the best possible thermal
envelope by reducing thermal
bridging typical of cavity insulation
systems. In addition, the panels
feature excellent foam-to-foam
contact, which provides an unbroken
thermal shield against heat transfer.

Faster Build
Kingspan insulated wall and roof
panels provide the exterior weather
barrier, high efficiency insulation
core and an integral vapor barrier.
This reduces multiple labor steps
required with other envelope
systems down to a single operation.
The internal walls are self supporting
and do not require any additional
framing.

Warranties
Kingspan insulated metal roof and
wall panels have been used on
every continent in the world under
extreme climatic conditions and
are manufactured from the highest
quality materials, using state of
the art production equipment to
rigorous quality control standards,
ensuring long-term reliability and
service life.

Kingspan insulated panels are
available in a variety of cover widths
with lengths of up to 52’, making
on-site handling and positioning
easier while increasing installation
productivity.

Contact Kingspan for more
information regarding our optional
warranty programs.
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Kingspan’s single component
systems can increase speed of
build by up to 50% compared to
traditional multi-part systems
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Sustainable Solutions

The easiest, fastest and most cost-effective strategy to reduce
energy demand and construction costs is to utilize the high
thermal performance and superior airtightness benefits of
Kingspan insulated wall and roof systems.

Energy cost savings
Kingspan insulated panels offer
superior thermal performance and
high R-values, superior airtightness
and low thermal bridging. Building
energy modeling has shown that
Kingspan’s insulated wall and roof
panels can yield as much as a 30%
reduction in a building’s energy use.
This reduction is a significant step
toward the development of practical
NetZero energy buildings.

Carbon Emission Reduction
Kingspan insulated panels are
superior thermal and airtight
systems that reduce a building’s
operational energy demand
(primarily heating and cooling),
and as a result, it’s carbon
footprint.

Contributions to LEED®
Kingspan is committed to
supporting green rating systems
such as LEED® and Green Globes.
Specification of effective systems
and materials is key to achieving
these certifications. With this in
mind, Kingspan provides a LEED®
credits guide to assist the building
team on how insulated metal
panels contribute to overall building
performance and ratings criteria.
Visit www.kingspanpanels.us/
sustainability/leedinformation
to download Kingspan’s LEED®
statement for project submittals.
Energy and
Atmosphere
Innovation
In Design

Indoor
Environmental
Quality
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Materials
and
Resources

Sustainable
Sites

EPD
EnvelopeFirst™
Kingspan’s EnvelopeFirst™ is a
design strategy for optimizing a
building’s performance and the first
step towards NetZero energy. The
EnvelopeFirst™ approach to design
focuses on enclosure performance,
including durability, airtightness,
and better moisture and thermal
control. Testing and field results
show that insulated metal panels
(IMPs) contribute to ROI and energy
efficiency.
Start with the…

Path to NetZero™
Kingspan’s long-term mission will
see all our facilities achieve NetZero
energy consumption by 2020.
NetZero Energy buildings, in the
simplest terms, produce as much
energy as they consume. Our insulated
metal panels are a cost effective
step to this high performance goal,
offering a building envelope with
functionality and design possibility.

Environmental Product Declaration
Kingspan Insulated Panels North
America, has been awarded the first
of its kind UL certified ISO compliant
Environmental Product Declaration
(EPD).
What is an EPD
An EPD is a third party verified,
internationally recognized disclosure
of a product’s environmental impact
based on a life cycle assessment.
Goal of an EPD
An EPD’s goal is transparency.
Knowing what’s in the product you
chose and its environmental impact.
UL Certified
To add credibility to our findings, we
engaged UL Environment to verify
the results of our EPD. UL has been
impartially assessing products since
1894 for safety and viability and have
conducted numerous environmental
evaluations. UL certified EPDs are
based on ISO compliant standards.
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Controlled environments take many different forms.
Their performance and functionality depend on their specific
project requirements and can be affected by the conditions
the materials and systems are subjected to.
Kingspan CLEANsafe
The corrosive factors of an internal environment are
determined by the presence of corrosive chemicals
and / or micro-organisms in the internal atmosphere,
relative humidity, as well as by the frequency of
cleaning, aggressiveness of the cleaners, degreasers,
sanitizers, and method of cleaning.
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Kingspan CLEANsafe coatings, each designed specifically
for temperature controlled environments, have
particular properties suited to different environments.
We offer and aid in choosing the right coatings to meet
the appropriate classification of corrosive environment
and type of activities.

Corrosiveness Factors
1. C1 – Very Low: Dry environment with no attack
from corrosive chemicals and/or micro-organisms.
Routine cleaning (not more than once a month)
using neutral cleaning agents.
2. C2 – Low: Environment where condensation may
occur, with no attack from corrosive chemicals
and/or micro-organisms although the walls may
occasionally be splashed with slightly corrosive
liquids. Routine cleaning (not more than once a
month) using neutral cleaning agents.
3. C3 – Medium: Environment with frequently high
humidity and where corrosive chemicals and/or
micro-organisms are present. Non-intensive cleaning
(not more than once a week) using higher pH
cleaning agents.

4. C4 – High: Environment with constant high humidity
and where high concentrations of corrosive chemicals
and/or micro-organisms are present. Intensive
cleaning (not more than once a day) using higher pH
cleaning agents (pH 5-9).
5. C5 – Very High: Environment with permanent
condensation and where high corrosive chemicals
and / or microorganisms are present. Intensive
cleaning (not more than once a day) using higher pH
cleaning agents (pH 5-9).

Corrosiveness

Inspection
Frequency

Type of Application

Kingspan
CLEANsafe
SMP

Kingspan
CLEANsafe
PVDF

Kingspan
CLEANsafe
FRP

Kingspan
CLEANsafe
Stainless
Steel

C1

Very Low

Annually

Storages of dry packaged cold stores, locker rooms,
toilets, offices, shops

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

C2

Low

Annually

Storage, sorting and packing of fruit and vegetables,
storage of packet meat and dairy products,
vehicle depots

–

Yes

Yes

Yes

Medium

Every 6
months

Food production and preparation areas, refrigeration of
meat products, ice cream production, butter production,
laundries, breweries, dairies, wine cellars, processing of
meat (cold cuts), bread-making facilities

–

–

Yes

Yes

C4

High

Every 3
months

Secondary processing, dishwashing areas,
industrial kitchens, storage of unpacked fish,
mushroom industry, cheese maturing rooms,
meat cutting, scalding and evisceration

–

–

Yes

Yes

C5

Very High

Every 3
months

Preparation of tripe, tanneries, pickling, cooking,
preparation of marine produce

–

–

–

Yes

C3

*Buildings may contain areas where different conditions apply and must be considered separately if they have different corrosive environments. This table is provided for general guidance only.
For more information about the effects of various chemicals on the coatings please contact your Kingspan Sales Rep of Kingspan Technical Services.

Considerations
1. The Owner of the project should be consulted on the application
and use for washdown of the interior environment. That information
should be passed along to the manufacturer prior to the finish
selection process. Manufacturers have limitations for use in interior
applications whereas the rate, application and concentration of
chemicals used in wash down applications can’t be controlled or
monitored by the manufacturer.

2. Buildings may contain areas where different conditions apply and
must be considered separately if they have different corrosive
environments. This table is provided for general guidance only.
For more information about the effects of various schemicals on
the coating systems please contact your Kingspan Sales Rep or
Kingspan Technical Services.
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FRP Coating

Characteristics

Food related facilities require extremely stringent
standards for health and safety; and must comply
with HACCP and other governing regulations to ensure
proper wash down procedures, for prevention of bacteria
outbreaks, are followed.



Food safety – suitable for surfaces immediately behind
food preparation, processing surfaces or equipment.



Easy to clean.



Resistant to staining, mold growth and surface
extraction.



Excellent robustness.



Excellent chemical and humidity corrosion resistance.



Non-toxic.



Resistant to impact and surface wear.

Kingspan’s Factory-adhered CLEANsafe FRP and Sealant
system, a laminated Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic for
lining insulated metal panel interiors helps buildings
comply with regulations. Combined with our CLEANsafe
joint product, this lining protects the metal panel with
superior dent resistance while enabling the panel interior
to withstand extreme wash down procedures.

.090 FRP
Adhesive
Pre-Treatment
Zinc/A
Substrate

Metal
Zinc/A

Test

Procedure

Results

Flexural Strength

ASTM D790

13.3 X 103 Psi

Flexural Modulus

ASTM D790

14.0 X 105 Psi

Tensile Strength

ASTM D738

6.3 X 103 Psi

Tensile Modulus

ASTM D738

7.7 X 105 Psi

Barcol Hardness

ASTM D2583

50

IZOD Impact Strength

ASTM D256

12 ft.lb/in

Coefficient of Linear
Thermal Expansion

ASTM D696

1.4 X 10-5

Water Absorption

ASTM D570

0.5%

Taber Abrasion Resistance Taber Test: (cs-17 wheels,
1000 g. wt., 25 cycles)
0.04%
Thickness		

0.09”

Flame Spread and
ASTM E84
Smoke Developed		

Class A rated:
F.S. = 20; S.D. = 100
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Chemical Resistance
10% Sodium Chloride

No effect

10% Sodium Hydroxide

No effect

5% Sodium Hypochlorite

No effect

FOODsafe
Developed as part of our CLEANsafe line of products,
Kingspan offers a fully tested seamless FOODsafe
seal for use in our CLEANsafe KSFRP system.
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High Performance Color
Coatings and Liners
Kingspan offers a spectrum of colors all featuring high
performance coatings that provide long-life protection,
color and gloss retention.
Kingspan Coating System Options
Kingspan offers a variety of performance coatings for the interior / exterior sheet of an insulated cold store
panel and should be selected according to the internal environment. The standard substrate for these products
is AZ 50 Aluminum Zinc, or Galvalume® hot-dip zinc coated steel to a zinc coating of 0.9 oz/sqft ( 275 g/m2)
including both surfaces.

Exterior / Interior Facing Options
Modified Polyester (MP) – (standard for interior
facing, optional for exterior facing)
A high-performance 2-coat system
with cost effective resistance to
environmental weathering, offering
remarkable color, gloss retention,
and chalk resistance. A 1.0 mil total
coating made up of 0.2 mil primer
and 0.8 mil top coat USDA, CFIA
accepted for food contact areas.
Weather X
Siliconized Modified Polyester (SMP)
WEATHER X coating systems utilize
only ceramic and inorganic pigments
offering superior color stability, chalk
and fade resistance as well as gloss
retention.
Fluoropolymer
A premium fluoropolymer 2-coat
system with excellent resistance to
environmental weathering, offering
long-term performance, powerful
chemical bonding, flexibility, and
outstanding resistance to ultraviolet
radiation. A 1.0 mil total coating
made up of 0.2 mil primer and
0.8 mil 70% Kynar 500® color top
coat. USDA approved in “Regal
White” color.
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0.8 mil
color coat
0.2 mil primer
Substrate

Solid Fluropon® PVDF Colors –
Kynar 500® / Hylar 5000
Fluropon coatings consist
of a durable polyvinyldene
system containing 70% Kynar
or Hylar resins, ceramic and
other inorganic pigments.
This system provides a
powerful chemical bond,
superior resistance to
ultraviolet radiation resulting
in exceptional color retention,
resistance to chalking and
chemical degradation.

3.8 mil
top coat
0.2 mil primer
Substrate

Epoxy Primer
A 0.2 mil primer only finish for concealed areas or ready
to receive site applied top coat.
Plastisol
A 4.0 mil total coating made up of 0.2 mil primer
and 3.8 mil top coat of vinyl Plastisol, USDA and CFIA
accepted for food contact areas.

0.8 mil
color coat
0.2 mil primer
Substrate

Standard Colors
MP (Modified Polyester)

SMP (Siliconized Modified Polyester)

Imperial White
SR:0.62 E:0.86 SRI:74

Driftwood
SR:0.55 E:0.86 SRI:64

Sandstone
SR:0.49 E:0.86 SRI:56

Surrey Beige
SR:0.41 E:0.86 SRI:45

Solid Fluropon® PVDF Colors – Kynar 500® / Hylar 5000

Regal White
SR:0.70 E:0.86 SRI:85

Driftwood
SR:0.45 E:0.86 SRI:50

Sandstone
SR:0.61 E:0.85 SRI:72

Surrey Beige
SR:0.48 E:0.86 SRI:54

Panel Interior
Standard is 1.0 mil. Valspar® Dynapon® (MP), USDA accepted and suited for most wash down environments.
For heavy wash down areas, plastisol (PVC) or stainless steel is available.
FRP Coating
Food related facilities require extremely stringent
standards for health and safety; and must comply
with HACCP and other governing regulations to ensure
proper wash down procedures are followed in order to
prevent any outbreaks of bacteria.
To help buildings comply to these regulations, Kingspan
have introduced FRP, a laminated Fiberglass Reinforced
Plastic (FRP) for lining the interior of the insulated metal
panels. This lining protects the metal panel and enables
the interior of the panel to withstand extreme wash
down procedures and has superior dent resistance.

Flurothane Coastal PVDF Colors
This is a premium Fluoropolymer (PVDF) system
developed for use in the most extreme coastal
environments (less than 1500 feet from the coastline).
The unique aspect about this system is the innovative
thick film primer. This is field-proven and provides a
high performance exterior finish delivering outstanding
resistance to ultraviolet rays, exceptional color retention
and resistance to chalking from salt spray and harsh
coastal environments.
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Product Range –
Insulated Wall Panels
KS45 Shadowline Interior
KS45 Shadowline is a premium engineered wall / ceiling system for
interior applications. Designed to meet today’s high performance
standards in a wide variety of environments.
Product Specification
Exterior profile:

Shadowline embossed

Interior profile:

Shadowline embossed

Exterior gauge:

26, 24 or 22

Interior gauge:

26

Widths:

45”

Standard reveals: 1/8”
Lengths:

8’ to 52’

Thicknesses:

23/4”, 3”, 4”, 5” and 6”

Joint:	Double tongue and groove interlocking joint
R-value:

≈ 7.5 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 75⁰F
≈ 8.25 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 35⁰F (4-6” panels)
Shadowline
23/4”-6”

Interior face

Exterior face

45” Coverage (1,143mm)

Shadowline

KS42 Shadowline
KS45 Shadowline is a premium engineered wall / ceiling system for
interior applications. Designed to meet today’s high performance
standards in a wide variety of environments.
Product Specification
Exterior profile:

Shadowline embossed

Interior profile:

Shadowline embossed

Exterior gauge:

26, 24 or 22

Interior gauge:

26

Widths:

24”, 30”, 36”, 42”

Standard reveals:	Standard 1/8” vertical application
Standard 3/8” horizontal application
Lengths:

8’ to 52’

Thicknesses:

2, 3, 4”, 5” and 6”

Joint:	
Tongue and groove interlocking rainscreen joint
R-value:

≈ 7.5 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 75⁰F
≈ 8.25 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 35⁰F (4-6” panels)
Shadowline

Exterior face 42” Coverage (1,067mm) (36”, 30” & 24” optional)

Shadowline

2”-6”

Interior face
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KS45 FRP
KS45 FRP has been specifically designed and developed as a
Kingspan CleanSafe finish to meet USDA and CFIA mandates for
void free applications of Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic for use in food
manufacturing and processing environments.
Product Specification
Exterior profile:	Non-profiled, embossed (pre-painted for
partial height applications)
Interior profile:	Non-profiled, embossed (pre-painted for
partial height applications)
Finish:	Class A Low Flame 090” Fiberglass Reinforced
Plastic (FRP) Opaque White
Widths:
45”
Standard reveals: 1/8”
Lengths:
8’ to 52’
Thicknesses:
23/4”, 3”, 4”, 5”, 6”
Joint:	Symmetrical double tongue and groove
castellated joint
R-value:

≈ 7.5 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 75⁰F
≈ 8.25 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 35⁰F (4-6” panels)
FRP

Exterior face

23/4”-6”

Interior face

45” Coverage (1,143mm)

FRP (Double-sided optional)

Kingspan offers a fully tested seamless FOODsafe
sealant for use in our CLEANsafe KSFRP system. This
product is for use as part of the CLEANsafe KSFRP
System, for a complete application to be considered
a seamless FOODsafe joint in both appearance and
performance.
Fully Tested to ASTM D3163-01, Standard Test Method
for Determining Strength of Adhesively Bonded Rigid
Plastic Lap-Shear Joints in Shear by Tension Loading
ASTM C793-05, Standard Test Method for Effects of
Laboratory Accelerated Weathering on Elastomeric Joint

Sealants. Additionally, passing an aggressive eFreeze /
Heat Cycle with humidity ranging from 20 to 100% and
accelerated aging process for harsh environments across
a range of temperatures and humidity, proving its ability
in performance.
Temperature resistance -40°F to 200°F (-40°C to 93°C)
Application temperature 41˚F to 95˚F (+5˚C to +35˚C)
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Product Range –
Insulated Wall Panels
300 Shadowline
300 Shadowline wall systems provide an aesthetically pleasing and
economic panel choice. Shadowline panels, applied vertically, provide a
clean, flat appearance that gives your building the modern finish desired.
300 Shadowline panels are ideal for new and retrofit applications across
commercial and industrial market sectors.
Product Specification
Exterior profile:

Shadowline embossed

Interior profile:

Shadowline embossed

Exterior gauge:

26, 24 or 22

Interior gauge:

26, 24 or 22

Widths:

42”

Reveal options:

N/A

Lengths:

10’ to 48’

Thicknesses:

2, 3, 4”, 5” and 6”

Joint:

Interlocking tongue and groove

R-value:

≈ 7.5 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 75⁰F
≈ 8.25 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 35⁰F (4-6” panels)
Shadowline
2”-6”

Interior face

Exterior face

42” Coverage (1,067mm)

Shadowline

300 Minor Rib
300 series panels are used for interior walls, partitions and suspended
ceilings in cooler / freezer applications. Both interior and exterior
facings feature the same minor rib profile that provides a clean
flat appearance.
Product Specification
Exterior profile:

Minor Rib with stucco embossing¹

Interior profile:

Shadowline or Minor Rib with stucco embossing¹

Exterior gauge:

26, optional 24 or 22

Interior gauge:

26, optional 24 or 22

Widths:

42”

Lengths:

8’ to 53’

Thicknesses:

2”, 3”, 4”, 5” and 6”

Reveal options:

N/A

Exterior finish:

1.0 mil. Kynar (70% PVDF)

Interior finish:

1.0 mil. Polyester (Imperial White)

R-value:

≈ 7.2 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 75⁰F
Minor Rib
2”-6”

Interior face

Exterior face
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42” Coverage (1,067mm)

Minor Rib

300 Azteco® Embossed
300 exterior wall panels with bold, Azteco embossing provide the look
of masonry stucco for the cost of a metal panel. The flush profile is
flat with no striations or ribbing. It is designed with a 42” width for
optimum erection efficiency. The interior face features a minor rib
profile that provides a clean, flat appearance and is easily washable.
Product Specification
Exterior profile:

Flat with Azteco embossing

Interior profile:

Shadowline or Minor rib with stucco embossing¹

Exterior gauge:

24 or optional 22

Interior gauge:

26, optional 24 or 22 gauge

Widths:

42”

Reveal options:

N/A

Lengths:

8’ to 53’

Thicknesses:

2”, 3”, 4”, 5”, 6”

Exterior finish:

1.0 mil. Kynar (70% PVDF)

Interior finish:

1.0 mil. Polyester (Imperial White)

R-value:

≈ 7.2 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 75⁰F
Minor Rib
2”-6”

Interior face

Exterior face

42” Coverage (1,067mm)

Azteco Embossed

200 Inverted Rib
The “inverted rib” profile of the 200 series panel is a highly attractive
complement to pre-engineered building systems. The 200 profile is
also the panel of choice for high R-value exterior wall freezer / cooler
applications. The interior face features a minor rib profile that provides
a clean, flat appearance and is easily washable.
Product Specification
Exterior profile:

Inverted rib with stucco embossing¹

Interior profile:

Shadowline or Minor rib with stucco embossing¹

Exterior gauge:

26, optional 24 or 22

Interior gauge:

26, optional 24 or 22

Widths:

42”

Reveal options:

N/A

Lengths:

8’ to 53’

Thicknesses:

2”, 3”, 4”, 5” and 6”

Exterior finish:	1.0 mil. Kynar (70% PVDF)
Interior finish:

1.0 mil. Polyester (Imperial White)

R-value:

≈ 7.2 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 75⁰F
Minor Rib
2”-6”

Interior face

Exterior face

42” Coverage (1,067mm)

Inverted Rib
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Product Range –
Insulated Wall Panels
KS42 MF™

Multiple
applications*:

Kingspan MF insulated panels are made from a mineral wool core
bonded with metal facings, suitable for fire rated wall applications.
Available with a unique hidden fastener for increased aesthetic appeal.
Product Specification
Exterior profile:
Shadowline embossed (optional:
Azteco, Micro-Rib, Granitstone)
Interior profile:
Shadowline embossed
Exterior gauge:
26*, 24, optional 22 gauge
Interior gauge:
26 or 24
Width:
42”
1/8”
Reveal:
Lengths:
6’ to 40’
Thicknesses**:
4”, 6” and 8”
Wall fire resistive ratings:
1 hour, 2 hours, 3 hours respectively
Ceiling fire resistive rating:
1 hour (6” panel only)
Exterior finish:
1.0 mil. Kynar (70% PVDF)
Interior finish:
1.0 mil. Polyester
R-value:
≈ 3.6 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 75⁰F
™

Interior face

�

�

�
�

fire rated interior
partitions
demountable
partition walls
exterior rated
wall cladding
demising walls
boundary walls

Through Fastener

4”-8”

Shadowline
MF™

Exterior face

�

42” coverage

Shadowline

Hidden Fastener

MF™ QT
Kingspan MF™ QT acoustical panel is used in applications requiring
sound reduction. Exterior profile depends on application of the
panel*** (contact Kingspan for available options).
Product Specification
Exterior profile:
Shadowline embossed (optional:
Azteco®, Micro-Rib, Granitstone®)
Interior profile:
Flat and smooth with perforations
Exterior gauge:
26*, 24, optional 22 gauge
Interior gauge:
24 (perforated)
Width:
42”
Lengths:
6’ to 40’
Thicknesses**:
4”, 6” and 8”
Fire resistive ratings:
N/A (not tested for fire)
STC rating:
30
Sound absorption:
.92 minimum
1/8”
Reveal:
Exterior finish:
1.0 mil. Kynar (70% PVDF)
Interior finish:
1.0 mil. Polyester
R-value:
≈ 3.6 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 75⁰F
Interior face

4”-8”

MF™ QT
Exterior face

42” coverage

Shadowline

*Through fastener only. **Contact Kingspan Technical Services for specific project recommendations/limitations.
***Contact Kingspan for available options.
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Through Fastener

Flat

Hidden Fastener

Product Range –
Insulated Roof Panels
KingZip™
The KingZip™ panel combines the performance advantages of a standing
seam roof with the insulation advantages of an insulated metal panel.
The KingZip™ panel is designed for use on commercial / industrial and
temperature controlled / cold storage buildings for new and re-roof
applications. Consult technical services for use on freezer applications.
Product Specification
Exterior profile:	2” (nominal) mechanically seamed sidelap,
inverted minor rib with stucco embossing*
Interior profile:
Minor rib with stucco embossing*
Exterior gauge: 26, optional 24 or 22 gauge
Interior gauge:
26, optional 24 or 22 gauge
Widths:
42”
Reveal options: N/A
Lengths:
10’ to 48’
Thicknesses:
2”, 3”, 4”, 5” and 6”
Exterior finish:
1.0 mil. Kynar (70% PVDF)
Interior finish:
1.0 mil. Polyester (Imperial White)
Post fabrication: Cutbacks at eaves and end laps
R-value:
≈ 7.2 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 75⁰F
42” coverage (1,067mm) shown before seaming
Exterior face
2”-6”

2”

Interior face

31/2”

1/8”

60º

900 High Rib
900 series roof panels are the ultimate in high R-value systems,
making them the panel of choice where energy efficient, lightweight,
low maintenance roofs are required. The installation process saves
labor by providing the exterior weather barrier, insulation and interior
all in one step. The 900 panel is designed for use on commercial /
industrial and cooler buildings for new and re-roof applications.

11/2”

Product Specification
Exterior profile: High rib profile with stucco embossing*
Interior profile:
V groove with stucco embossing*
Exterior gauge: 26, optional 24 or 22 gauge
Interior gauge:
26, optional 24 or 22 gauge
Widths:
39-3/8” (Modesto), 40” (Deland)
Reveal options: N/A
Lengths:
8’ to 54’ (Modesto), 46’ (Deland)
Thicknesses:
2”, 2,5”, 3”, 4”, 5” and 6”
Exterior finish:
1.0 mil. Kynar (70% PVDF)
Interior finish:
1.0 mil. Polyester (Imperial White)
Post fabrication: Cutbacks at eaves and end laps
R-value:
≈ 7.5 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 75⁰F
≈ 8.25 per inch per ASTM C518 @ 35⁰F (4-6” panels)

1 2

1 / ”-6”

Interior face

Exterior face

393/8” (1,000mm) or 40” (1,016mm) Coverage

V-Groove

*optional smooth.
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Testing and Approvals
Performance Requirements and Product Listings:
Kingspan insulated panels meet specific building
envelope performance criteria and requirements
stipulated by US and Canadian building codes. Panels
are tested in accordance with UL, ULC, FM and ASTM
approval standards, testing methods and procedures.
Kingspan insulated panels are listed by FM Global and
Warnock Hersey.

Test

Procedure

Fire

FM-4880	Passed: Class 1 Fire Rating of Insulated Wall or Wall and Roof / Ceiling
Panels, Interior Finish Materials or Coatings, and Exterior Wall Systems

Results

ASTM E84

Flame spread <25, smoke developed <450

CAN/ULC-S101

Fire endurance tests: 10 min and 15 min stayed in place

CAN/ULC-S102

Flame spread: 20, Smoke developed: 350 for panel with facings

CAN/ULC-S127

Flame spread <500 for foam core

ULC/ORD-C376	Passed: Fire growth of foamed plastic insulated building panels
in a full scale room configuration
CAN/ULC-S134	Passed: Standard method of test for fire of exterior wall assemblies
NFPA 259

Tested for potential heat of building materials

NFPA 268	Passed: Standard test method for determining ignitability of exterior wall
assemblies using a radiant heat energy source
NFPA 285	Passed: Standard Fire Test Method for Evaluation of Fire Propagation
Characteristics of Exterior Non-Load-Bearing Wall Assemblies Containing
Combustible Components.
Structural

FM-4881	Passed: Approval Standard for Class 1 Exterior Wall Systems
ASTM E72	Vacuum chamber tested. Panel load / span and deflection
tables are available

Thermal Performance
ASTM C518
		

R value per inch at 75ºF = 7.5 h.ft2.ºF (nominal)
R value per inch at 35ºF = 8.25 h.ft2.ºF (nominal) for 4-6” panels

Air Infiltration

ASTM E283

0.003 CFM/ft2 of Panel Area at 6.24 psf

Water

ASTM E331

No uncontrolled water penetration at 20 psf differential pressure

AAMA 501.1	Dynamic water pressure testing – no sign of water leakage at 15 psf
Fatigue Tests

Cyclic test to positive and negative
wind loading to ± L/180 deflection

The panels exceeded 2 million alternate cycles
without failure or damage

Bond Strength

ASTM D1623

Panels tested for tensile bond strength of metal to foam

		Sample placed in an autoclave device and pressurized to
2 PSI at 212 °F for 21/2 hours
		

No skin delamination with direct pull off pressure up to 1188 psf

The above tests were conducted on various Kingspan products, and not all products may comply with the tests shown. If you have any questions on a specific product and/or test, please
ask a representative of Kingspan Technical Services. Kingspan does not assure compliance with any plans or specifications and it remains the responsibility of the customer to confirm
compliance of the product with applicable local, state and national codes and other laws or regulations.
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Kingspan Service
Technical Service
Kingspan provides a comprehensive technical
advisory service to assist architects, engineers,
specifiers and installation contractors with
building design, product application and site work
installation training and challenges.
Energy Service
Kingspan offers a performance energy modelling service
on select projects to help design teams understand
scenarios contributing to optimizing the energy
efficiency of insulated metal panel assemblies based
on meeting or exceeding ASHRAE 90.1 requirements.
Customer Service
Our dedicated team provides focused customer service
for all pre and post-order administration, delivery
scheduling, and installer support, ensuring a seamless
coordinated customer experience.

Langley, BC

Caledon, ON

Columbus, OH
Modesto, CA

Deland, FL
Monterrey, MX

Marketing Support
Our marketing team aims to provide a fast turnaround
on standard sample and literature requests, eliminating
delays with planning and client approval of material,
so that your project begins on time.
Additional marketing support is provided through the
use of project case studies.
Field Service Support
Kingspan’s Field Service Engineering Team offer
customers free contractor training on the installation
of new and existing products, site inspection services as
well as advice on mechanical handling solutions.

Sales Team
Our regionally based sales team can provide
assistance on any project from the design stage
through to site installation.
Find your local sales rep on our website.
www.kingspanpanels.com
Email us:
Technical and Energy Services:
technicalservice@kingspanpanels.com
Installation:
installation@kingspanpanels.com
Marketing:
marketingdept@kingspanpanels.com
Samples:
samplesdept@kingspanpanels.com
Follow Kingspan on:
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Construction Details
300 Series Engaged Panel Joint

Horizontal support

Optional butyl (recommended for washdown applications)
Cold side

Continuous butyl sealant (at warm side joint)
/4” – 14 hex head fasteners

14 Ga. galvanized hidden clip (1 per panel, per support)

1

Wall panel installation direction
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Warm side

200/300 Series Intermediate Support

Exterior of building

Interior of building

Continuous butyl sealant at warm side panel joint

Optional butyl (recommended for washdown applications)
200 Series wall panel

1

/4” – 14 hex head fasteners

14 Ga. galvanized hidden clip (1 per panel, per support)

Warm side

Cold side
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Construction Details
200/300 Series Base with Insulated Slab

200 Series wall panel
Sealant (optional – not by Kingspan)
Optional butyl
Continuous butyl sealant
Slip sheet to protect panels (not by Kingspan)
Floor insulation (not by Kingspan)
F.I.P. insulation (not by Kingspan)
Field cut thermal break
Vapor barrier (not by Kingspan)
Base trim
Pourable sealant
/4” – 14” stitch tek

1

Base channel (not by Kingspan)
Continuous heavy bead of butyl sealant
Fastener to concrete (not by Kingspan)
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200/300 Series Partition Base

On top of curbs

With curbs
Warm side

300 Series wall panel
Continuous butyl
sealant at warm
side panel joint
/4” phil. pan head

3

Min. 16 Ga.
galvanized
base channel
Fastener to concrete
(not by Kingspan)

Optional butyl
(recommended
for washdown
applications)
Sealant (optional –
not by Kingspan)
Butyl sealant

300 Series wall panel
Continuous butyl sealant
at warm side panel joint
Sealant (optional –
not by Kingspan)
Vapor barrier (not by Kingspan)
Butyl sealant with
marriage bead
/4” phil.
pan head
3

Butyl
sealant

Cold side
Optional butyl (recommended
for washdown applications)
Slip sheet to protect panels
(not by Kingspan)
Abuse curb (not
by Kingspan – can
be poured after
panel installation)
Min. 16 Ga.
galvanized
base channel
Fastener to
concrete (not
by Kingspan)
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Construction Details
200/300 Series Outside Corner Flush Trim

Outside corner trim

Inside corner trim
/4” phil. pan head

3

Self-adhering vapor barrier
(at warm side – not by Kingspan)
Field cut thermal break
Min. 1/4” gap for F.I.P. insulation
F.I.P. insulation (not by Kingspan)
/4” – 14 low profile through fastener

1

Pop rivet
Optional butyl (recommended for washdown applications)
200 Series wall panel
Horizontal Supports
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200 Series wall panel

200/300 Series Inside Corner Flush Trim

Horizontal Supports

Cold side

/4” phil. pan head

3

Optional butyl (recommended
for washdown applications)
Outside corner trim
Field cut thermal break
F.I.P. insulation (not by Kingspan)
Min. 1/4” gap for F.I.P. insulation
200 Series wall panel
Inside corner trim
Horizontal support

Warm side

200 Series wall panel
1

/4” – 14 low profile through fastener
Self-adhering vapor barrier
(at warm side – not by Kingspan)
Pop rivet
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Construction Details
200/300 Series Partition to Exterior Wall

Interior warm side
200 Series wall panel
3

/4” phil. pan head

Self-adhering vapor barrier (not by Kingspan)
F.I.P. insulation (not by Kingspan)
Field cut thermal break
Inside corner trim
300 Series wall panel

Field fill with insulation
(not by Kingspan)

Interior partition

Optional butyl at wash down
Inside corner trim
Structural support
Expansion fastener (to be located on opposite
side of thermal cut from panels leading edge)
/4” phil. pan head

3

Interior cold side
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Girt
Field notch panels
at girt locations
Cap trim (not by Kingspan

200/300 Series Rake with Membrane Roof

Roof membrane (not by Kingspan)
Insulation and roof underlayment (not by Kingspan)

Galvanized cap flashing (not by Kingspan)
Roof membrane system attachment (not by Kingspan)
Continuous heavy bead butyl sealant with
marriage bead to exterior panel joint
Rake trim, fasteners, sealant and weather
tightness (not by Kingspan)
Sealant to membrane (not by Kingspan)
200 series panel closure set in butyl sealant
with marriage bead to panel joint

F.I.P. insulation (not by Kingspan)

Field cut thermal break
1

Sheeting or rake angle required (not by Kingspan)

/4” – 14 through fasteners

14 Ga. galvanized hidden clip (1 per panel, per support)
200 series panel
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Construction Details
200/300 Series Wall to Ceiling Intersection

AA Cross Section
(section view)
#10 x 13/8” fastener
at every panel joint
both sides of panel

300 Series ceiling panel

Ceiling

Support angle
Expansion fastener
Field cut thermal break
300 Series wall panel

Butyl sealant
Wall

Compressible insulation (not by Kingspan)
Butyl sealant

#10 x 13/8” tek 1 fastener at every panel joint
(see detail above)
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200/300 Series Ceiling Tee

Insulate hanger rods as required (not by Kingspan)
Hex nut and lock washer

3

/8” galvanized hanger all-thread rod (spaced no
greater than 6’-0” O.C.) (not by Kingspan)

Transition flashing

4” x 4” x 14 Ga. plate washer

/4” phil. pan head

Self-adhering vapor barrier (not by Kingspan)

3

300 Series ceiling panel

300 Series ceiling panel

Ceiling

Ceiling

4” x 3” x 3/16” extruded aluminum ceiling tee
(white powder coat finish)
Fill 1/2” gap between panel with F.I.P. insulation
(not by Kingspan)

/8” Ø eye coupler nut

3

3

/8” Ø x 1 1/2” bolt with (3) 3/8” washers
and (1) lock-nut per bolt
3
/4” phil. pan head
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Hercules® Controlled Environment
Door Systems
Hercules® Cold Storage Doors has been a
leader in the industry for over 64 years.
Our engineering staff has the capability to design doors
to meet the specific design criteria of your projects.
The proven performance and customer satisfaction
of the Hercules® product line is worldwide. Hercules®
specializes in custom designed door products for the
cold storage, controlled environment, food and beverage
processing / distribution, and pharmaceutical industries.
The Hercules® Door offers a complete line of specialty
doors for your specific applications including Blast
Freezer, Freezer, Cooler, Docks, Processing, Ripening
Rooms, Automotive Test Cells, Research Facilities, and
Distribution Facilities. With more than a dozen different
designs, Hercules® has the door to suit your climate
controlled needs.
For the complete cold storage building envelope, use
Kingspan Insulated Wall and Roof panels along with
Hercules® doors.
Our insulation material consists of foamed-in-place
urethane modified isocyanurate, in thicknesses of 4”
and 6” equating in R values as high as 49.
In an effort to continuously improve our services, please
understand that we reserve the right to modify our
products and details based on our professional review of
each specific application. This ensures that the products
you receive from Kingspan are truly premium quality.

Tested &
Approved

Building Certification
& Green Targets
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Indoor Environmental
Quality

Life-Cycle
Benefits

Standard Product Range
We refer to these door models as ‘standard’ because they happen to be our most popular designs.
They are basic operating designs, because every Hercules® Door is custom built. Adding custom
features to suit specific applications or difficult locations is part of the individualized service we are
proud to offer at Hercules® Doors.

Vertical
Lift Door

Infitting / Overlap
Hinged Door

Bi-Parting
Horizontal
Sliding Door

Horizontal
Sliding Door

 Ideal for applications where
there is minimum side
room, or when several door
openings are close together

 Designed for use in
environmentally controlled
buildings such as freezers
and coolers where only
hand truck and personnel
movement is necessary

 Ideal for applications where
fast opening and closing is
important, especially in areas
where material handling
equipment such as forklifts
and pallet jacks operate

 Suitable for both interior and
exterior applications

 Suitable for coolers, freezers,
warehouses and industrial
buildings

 Utilized for both pedestrian
and material handling traffic,
this design is perfectly suited
for applications where space
limitations restrict the use
of swinging doors, or when
installation space is available
only on one side of the
door opening

 Suitable for drive-thru traffic
in conjunction with forklifts
and other freight transfer
vehicles
 Available with electric or
manual operation
 Double vertical lift door is
also available if head room is
limited to slightly more than
half the door height

 Available as a two-panel
or ‘double’ hinged door for
larger openings

 Available with electric or
manual operation

 Most suitable when opening
speed is not of
great importance
 Available with electric or
manual operation

 Available with electric or
manual operation
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Kingspan North America
Deland, FL; 386-626-6789
Modesto, CA; 209-531-9091
Caledon, ON; 905-951-5600
Langley, BC; 604-607-1101
Monterrey, MX;
info.mx@kingspanpanels.com

www.kingspanpanels.com

